Part VI:
A CONTEMPOR ARY CHALLENGE

Hero . . .
In a solo breakaway, Lance Armstrong won the
1993 World Professional Road Race Championship in Oslo, Norway. With the retirement
of Greg LeMond the following year, a new era
had begun.
Arrogant, combative, often cold and surly – yet
capable of considerable charisma when to his
advantage – Armstrong represented an unwelcome change from the first generation of
American professionals.
Initially, he seemed more suited to one-day
races (his win at the 1996 Flèche Wallonne
made him the first American to win a classic)
and short stage races. Despite stage wins in
1993 and 1995, his Tour record was thoroughly
undistinguished: in four starts from 1993-96,
he finished only once, placing 36th in 1995.

Hero . . .
In October 1996, Armstrong was diagnosed with
advanced testicular cancer, which had spread
throughout his body. He was given a 20% chance
of survival.
Armstrong underwent both surgery and chemotherapy, and convalesced throughout 1997. He
married and started a family.
From there, the rest is rather familiar history:
Armstrong made a complete recovery and won an
unprecedented seven Tours de France from
1999-2005, becoming an international sporting
icon on par with any other.
He started the Lance Armstrong Foundation (aka
Livestrong), which provides support and education to those stricken with cancer, and helps to
fund cancer research. His two books, It’s Not
About the Bike, and Every Second Counts, were
bestsellers.

Hero . . .
Armstrong’s win went beyond not only cycling, but sport
itself; the universal dread of cancer and his triumph over
it made him an inspiration and symbol of hope for
millions around the world, showing there could not only
be life after cancer, but a better life than before. There is
no better evidence of this than the ubiquitous Livestrong
bracelet, introduced in May 2004. Almost overnight, it
became a cultural icon, and to date, more than 60 million
have sold worldwide for at least $1 each or been given
away with Nike merchandise. Imitation being the
sincerest form of flattery, colored rubber bracelets are
now a generic item, made for most any purpose.
As his agent, Bill Stapleton explained, “In the beginning
we had this brash brand of Texan…a phenomenon. Then
you layered in cancer survivor, which broadened and
deepened the brand, but even in 1998 there was very
little corporate interest in Lance. Then he won the Tour
de France, and the brand was complete. You layered in
family man, hero, comeback of the century, all these
things. And then everybody wanted him.”
With a team of handlers to shape his image and guide his
every move, Armstrong was ready for the ensuing deluge
of multimillion dollar endorsements and media coverage.

. . . or villain?
Despite issuing numerous denials,
and despite having never failed a
drug test, Armstrong has been
dogged by allegations that he used
performance-enhancing drugs, most
particularly r-EPO (recombinant
erythropoietin), a synthetic hormone
that stimulates red blood cell formation, which in turn improves oxygencarrying capacity and uptake.
All was initially well between the two Tour greats . . .

His first Tour win, in 1999, was hailed as the “Tour of Renewal” after the scandalplagued 1998 edition, with Armstrong its “clean” champion, but cracks in this
image began to show in 2001, when it was revealed he had consulted with Michele
Ferrari, an Italian physiologist notorious for his drug advocacy (he once compared
the risks of r-EPO with orange juice).

. . . or villain?
Armstrong kept the relationship
secret for six years, then admitted to it
only when he learned that a story
about it would soon be published,
claiming he consulted Ferrari because
he intended to try to break the World
Hour Record, but never made any such
attempt. Armstrong also claimed he
had not concealed the relationship,
and that several journalists knew
about it, but none ever confirmed this.
He made no mention of Ferrari in It’s
Not About the Bike.

. . . by the Tour de France centenary celebration in 2003, however, the
tension between LeMond and Armstrong was apparent.

Greg LeMond, who had been nothing but supportive of Armstrong to this point, expressed his
dismay, saying that if Armstrong had cheated, then he had committed the greatest fraud in
Tour history, rather than achieving the greatest comeback. LeMond was forced to retract his
statement and publicly apologize by John Burke, CEO of Trek Bicycle Corporation, which
sponsored Armstrong’s team and manufactured bikes under license for LeMond’s brand.

. . . or villain?
On June 15, 2004, Armstrong announced he was immediately instituting libel actions in London and Paris against
the journalists and publishing companies whose reporting (right) raised strong suspicions, on the basis of
firsthand accounts from former teammates and team
personnel, of his having doped. The announcement took
place at the headquarters of the Discovery Channel,
which was due to assume sponsorship of his team in
2005. Armstrong declared he was “sick and tired” of
such allegations, and had “reached the point where
we…can’t tolerate it anymore. We don’t use doping
products and we will sue those who suggest we do.” He
would later identify 18 instances of supposed defamation
in the book.
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L.A.
CONFIDENTIEL
Les secrets
de Lance Armstrong

As late as September 2005, Armstrong declared to
Outside magazine “I am looking forward to the upcoming
Éditions de La Martinière
trials, where I am fully confident we will win,” but shortly
after that, and just before court proceedings were to
begin, he settled the London action for an apology and ⅓ of his legal costs, then dropped further
action in the French case. Thus, it appeared both actions were motivated by a desire to bolster the
Discovery sponsorship, and they became useful in another action he would initiate . . .

. . . or villain?
Despite his denials, a $5 million bonus due
Armstrong by SCA Promotions for winning a sixth
straight Tour was withheld, in large part as a result of
information that appeared in L.A. Confidentiel. He
sued SCA for the amount, and in the course of the
proceedings, his former teammate and friend
Frankie Andreu, along with Andreu’s wife, testified
under oath they heard Armstrong admit in a hospital
room in 1996 that he had taken “testosterone, EPO,
human growth hormone, and corticoids.”
A third witness to this same admission, apparently
under pressure from both Armstrong and her
employer (Oakley, one of Armstrong’s sponsors),
reversed her previous statements, which had
confirmed the Andreus’. Contradicting her testimony
was a taped telephone conversation in which she
stated unequivocally she heard Armstrong make the
admission, and pledged not to lie under oath.

The Andreus’ testimony was leaked in the June 24, 2006
issue of L’Équipe.

. . . or villain?
His oncologist, Craig Nichols, M.D., testified Armstrong
made no such admission, and that it would have been
unusual for any doctor to ask such a question under the
circumstances. Other oncologists dispute the latter
claim, and Armstrong’s own attorney admitted doctors
had questioned him about his past substance use; he
admitted to no more than drinking an occasional beer.
Two days after the Andreus’ testimony, the Lance Armstrong Foundation announced a gift of $1.5 million to
Nichols’ department at Indiana University. When
confronted with the timing of the donation, Armstrong
effusively denied any impropriety:
“A donation like this takes a lot of time and

thought, and there was a major process.
This is not a spontaneous, onetime, ‘Hey,
let’s cut the check to somebody we hardly
know.’ This may be the date it was issued…
but Dr. Einhorn, he’s too legendary to go
there on this. This is a man of the highest
standard. You’re not the president of ASCO
[American Society of Clinical Oncology] for
taking payoffs, ever. That’s as prestigious as
it gets in the world of American oncology, so I
just want to be clear about that.”

. . . or villain?
The ruling of the three-person arbitration panel
charged with deciding the case became moot
once its chairman declared the entity guarantying the bonus (SCA) was an insurance company,
and all that mattered was that Armstrong had
won his sixth Tour, regardless of how he might
have done it. The matter was settled out-ofcourt, with Armstrong receiving not only the $5
million bonus, but $2.5 million in attorney’s fees
and interest.
Armstrong seized on the agreement to declare
his “honor and reputation [had] been reestablished for all people who examine the facts
in good faith…”
In fact, the arbitration panel had not ruled on
whether or not Armstrong had doped.

. . . or villain?
On August 23, 2005, the French sporting newspaper L’Équipe revealed
that frozen samples of Armstrong’s urine from six separate stages of
the 1999 Tour had tested positive for r-EPO using a more sensitive and
still-experimental procedure. Two days later, Armstrong appeared on
CNN’s “Larry King Live,” where he once again denied having doped,
and suggested French National Doping Detection Laboratory (LNDD)
had deliberately tampered with (“manipulated”) his samples. The
charge is incredible, since each of Armstrong’s samples was tested
along with several others, and lab technicians were unaware of which
sample came from whom, furthermore, the pattern of results does not
indicate that the samples were spiked.
Interestingly, and in stark contrast to his posture toward the authors of
L.A. Confidentiel, Armstrong never took any legal action against
L’Équipe, despite its defiantly accusatory tone (“The Armstrong Lie”).
If his inaction against L’Équipe was surprising, then his failure to take any legal action against the LNDD
can only be described as shocking, given the gravity of the accusations he made. In denying allegations
levied against him in L.A. Confidentiel, Armstrong had insisted that “extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof,” yet his own charges were the most extraordinary of all; after all, it is far more exceptional
for a laboratory to deliberately frame an athlete, than for an athlete to dope. To support his claims, however, he produced nothing, not so much as a shred of evidence.

. . . or villain?
Instead, Armstrong fought back through the media, starting with
an appearance on “Larry King Live,” where he attempted to cast
doubt on the motives of his accusers, pointing out the “strained”
relations between America and France [since the September 11,
2001 attacks]. In the next breath, however, he seemed to undermine the point: “…this has been going on for seven years…it’s
2005 and this all really began in 1999, when I won the first Tour.
I mean, immediately at that time, they started with scandalous
headlines and a lot of insinuation and a lot of slimy journalism.”
Quickly he switched to another tack: “French cycling is in one of
its biggest lulls it has been ever…I think it’s been 20 or 25 years
since they won the Tour de France… the day I retired…a frontpage editorial on L’ Équipe, said ‘never has an athlete’s retirement been so welcome.’ ”
At this point, King broke in, wondering if the French hate Armstrong because he is American, but
Armstrong couldn’t bring himself to say as much. “I hate to say that, because…on an individual
basis, I’ve had great relations with the French people. I lived in the south of France for four years.
I had great friends there. I think it’s a great country, but the style of the media and obviously
certain people in the organization are not up to par. But I don’t know what it is. At one time I had
a French teammate and he says, “Look, Lance, forget about it. They don’t like the winners.”

. . . or villain?
Not content to have cast suspicion on LNDD, Armstrong moved on to the test method, asserting “The
actual test for EPO, what they call electrophoresis, is
actually being questioned on a pretty serious level
right now. Why do you think they’re still working on it?
Because it doesn’t work that well. Then you throw in
the fact that these samples were stored for six or
seven years. Where were they stored? What was the
temperature, et cetera, et cetera? There’s not any
scientific data that suggests that after five years,
samples look and act the same that they did before.
It doesn’t exist.”
In fact, electrophoresis was not being seriously questioned at the time, and it remains the basis for EPO testing, furthermore, there is no scientific dispute that urine
and blood can be frozen and kept indefinitely for retroactive testing. It is done
routinely with Olympic athletes, and in an ironic twist, Armstrong agreed to allow it
with his own samples just three years later, after announcing his comeback.

. . . or villain?
Logically, the question of legal action soon arose. Armstrong said it
was “a possibility,” but professed to be unsure just whom to go after.
“We would have to decide who…we’re going to pursue, whether it
was the lab, whether it was L’Équipe, whether it was the sports minister, whether it was WADA. All of these people violated a serious
code of ethics.”
“Why not just sue them all?,” King asked. Now the man who had
been unequivocal a year before began to waiver: “You know, lawsuits
are two things: they’re very costly and they’re very time-consuming.
And fortunately, cycling has been great to me and I have the money
and the resources to do something like that, but you know, I’m
retired...” he replied, betraying concern only for his own interests,
rather than any other athletes who might be “set up” as he claimed
to have been. Bob Costas, sitting in with King, pointed out “You’ve
done it before. You have civil cases pending… . You’ve been litigious before when you felt it was
justified.” Armstrong: “Yes and you know what, at the end of the day when you sue somebody, it just
keeps a bad story alive forever. It gives them the opportunity to say “Oh, we found this. Oh, we did that.”
It gives them more credit than they deserve.”
As reported by David Walsh in From Lance to Landis, another explanation for the change of attitude had
been provided by Armstrong’s agent more than two years before: “…the best result for us is…drop the
f***ing lawsuit, and it all just goes away. Because the other option is full-out war in a French court, and
everybody’s gonna testify and it could blow the whole sport.”

. . . or villain?
Apart from any evidence which implicates him,
Armstrong’s own words and actions have been
interesting, to say the least, for someone who
purports to oppose the use of performanceenhancing drugs.
Armstrong has shown himself to be a retrograde
figure, adhering to cycling’s omertà (code of
silence) with respect to doping. Labeling those
who speak out as “blowhards,” he claims he
prefers to “take the high road” and “work quietly
behind the scenes,” while showing hostility
toward others who comment openly. By contrast,
both Greg LeMond and Andy Hampsten, in calling
for better controls, have said publicly that drugs
are ruining the sport, the latter going so far as to
declare that cycling is “rotten with drugs.”

. . . or villain?
The first telling episode in this regard came during the
1999 Tour de France, when French pro Christophe
Bassons (right) wrote, in several entries for his daily
newspaper column, that r-EPO use was widespread
within the peloton. Bassons was one rider about whom
there was no doubt: he had nothing to do with drugs.
Bassons’ disregard for the omertà enraged his fellow
riders, and he was taken to task by race leader Armstrong: “If he thinks cycling is like that, he is wrong
and he is better off at home. His accusations are not
good for the sport, for his team, for me. If he wants to
ride professionally, he can’t speak like that, because
sponsors will walk away from the sport.”
Facing hostility even from his own team manager,
Bassons quit the Tour the next day. None other than
Tour Director Jean-Marie Leblanc chimed in with the
unkindest cut of all, saying “I am inclined to believe
that there is a marketing plan behind all of this.”

. . . or villain?
Whereas the Bassons episode was largely ignored by the
American cycling media (the British media rightly hailed
him as a hero), Armstrong’s actions toward Filippo Simeoni
were a spectacle, and caused a sensation that would
reverberate for years.
Simeoni was an Italian rider who admitted to doping, and
testified in 2003 that Ferrari provided him with advice and
prescriptions for banned products dating back to 1996.
Armstrong reacted angrily to this, calling Simeoni a “liar.”
Simeoni then sued the American for defamation, prompting Armstrong to counter-sue. Armstrong eventually
settled Simeoni’s complaint out-of-court for an undisclosed amount rumored to be $125,000, and dropped his
own action.
Ferrari was subsequently charged and found guilty of
“distributing dangerous substances to cyclists and other
athletes,” whereupon Armstrong severed his ties to him.
The conviction was later overturned.

. . . or villain?
Tensions between the two boiled over during the 18th stage
of the 2004 Tour de France.
With Armstrong securely in the yellow jersey, an otherwise
routine day was enlivened when Simeoni tried to bridge up
to what seemed like a innocuous breakaway, since none of
its riders were a threat to the overall lead.
What happened next remains in some dispute. Armstrong
maintains he simply closed a gap with the wheel in front of
him, apparently unaware it was Simeoni. He claimed to be
“completely shocked” when he looked back after a while
and found that they were all alone, but he continued to ride
Simeoni’s wheel all the way up to the breakaway (right),
ensuring it would be chased down by his rivals. He claimed
this was simply good tactics on his part.
Others saw the episode differently, claiming that Armstrong deliberately chased Simeoni down in order to
sabotage the Italian’s chances.

. . . or villain?
In any case, the other riders in the break quite predictably
implored Armstrong to drop back, but he refused to do so
unless Simeoni did as well. The latter finally agreed, and
the pair drifted back to the main field (right).
It was during this time that Armstrong made a “zip-thelip” gesture, which some interpreted as possible witness
intimidation. He was summoned to meet Italian investigators, but no charges were filed.
Armstrong said his gesture had nothing to do with
Simeoni’s comments about Ferrari, but was directed at
the Italian’s actions in the breakaway group.
“Simeoni was yelling at everybody, about everything.
We joined the breakaway, and everyone was working
except him. He was sitting on. I was working with guys in
the group. He would not pull, but was yelling about
everything.”

. . . or villain?
Armstrong’s conduct drew condemnation from
veteran Tour announcer Phil Liggett, who called
the move “sinister,” while William Fotheringham,
a cycling reporter and historian, said it was
“unprecedented for the maillot jaune to behave
this way.”
Things only worsened on the Tour’s final day, as
Simeoni attacked repeatedly, causing Armstrong’s team to chase him down each time and
disrupting the normally ceremonial final stage.
According to some reports, a Postal Service rider
spat on or at Simeoni after one of his attacks was
squelched.
If true, the irony is rich, as Armstrong himself
suffered such treatment from fans on L’Alpe
d’Huez, and called their behavior “disgusting.”

. . . or villain?
Simeoni has charged that “[Armstrong’s]
attitude and words made me fall into
depression. He personally took it upon
himself to neutralize the escape. It was a
threat to me. A lot of my compatriots
insulted me when I returned to the peloton. They told me I was an embarrassment, that I dirtied the name of the
peloton, and spoiled the plate I had eaten
from all of my life.”
Armstrong refused any responsibility:
“That wasn’t my intention. I was racing my
bike. I can’t apologize for racing my bike.”
In the time since, Simeoni has had difficulty obtaining a contract with any ProTour-level team, even after scoring a
dramatic win at the 2008 Italian national championship (above). Thus, for the first time in memory, the coveted
“tricolore” Italian national jersey may be missing from the Giro.
Simeoni believes he is being punished for his testimony against Ferrari and the run-in with Armstrong, who continued
to wield influence and engender fear in the peloton even when retired. “I would like to think that Armstrong wouldn’t
veto my presence (in the Giro), but everything is possible. I don’t believe in anything anymore,” he said.

. . . or villain?
In 2005, Armstrong confirmed he made a donation
of “six figures” to the UCI several years prior, purportedly “to help fight doping.” In keeping with his
desire to “work quietly behind the scenes,” Armstrong wanted the gift kept secret.
“This is not my position or my modus operandi to
advertise what I do,” Armstrong told Eurosport.
“So, if I’ve donated money to the UCI to combat
doping, step up controls and to fund research, it is
not my job to issue a press release. That’s a secret
thing, because it’s the right thing to do.”
What is most significant about the matter is that he
made the donation while still an active athlete,
athlete and
subject to the UCI’s discipline.
Of equal significance is the fact that the UCI
accepted his “gift.”

. . . or villain?
Armstrong retired upon winning his seventh
consecutive Tour de France in 2005, an
unprecedented achievement. He was
accorded the extraordinary privilege of
speaking from the victory podium in Paris at
the Tour’s conclusion, and used the occasion to express “sympathy” for both his
detractors and critics of cycling’s doping
culture:

“The last thing I’ll say is to the people who
don’t believe in cycling, the cynics and
the skeptics. I’m sorry for you. I’m sorry
that you can’t dream big. I’m sorry you
don’t believe in miracles.”

. . . or villain?
In an interview just after his retirement,
Armstrong decried media coverage of
doping issues in general, and a special
report in the February 14, 2005 issue of
VeloNews (right) in particular – which,
by his own admission, he actually
refused to read.
In 2007, retired Danish cyclist Bjarne
Riis admitted he had used EPO in winning the 1996 Tour de France, and Tour
officials was asked to return his yellow
jersey. Armstrong made no comment
about Riis, but instead lashed out at
Tour officials, condemning their actions
as hypocritical.

. . . or villain?
In what may be seen as an occurrence of the
‘CSI Effect,’ and because of his heroic status as
a cancer survivor, a large segment of the sporting public simply discounts all circumstantial
evidence of Armstrong’s guilt and continues to
believe in him without reservation. Indeed, in a
bizarre inversion, ridicule and blame are often
cast on the journalists who have documented
cycling’s doping problem.
Other possible causes of this agnosticism are
susceptibility of the public mind to conspiracy
theories when any sort of official entity is
involved, what might be termed “bad news
fatigue” (especially with respect to sporting
heroes), and a general erosion of critical
thinking skills.

. . . or villain?
They cling to the fact that Armstrong never failed a
drug test, even though there was none for r-EPO
throughout much of his career, which took place
during what is now known to have been an era of
widespread r-EPO use.
Armstrong has proven himself adept at manipulating
the popular mood, which views the French psyche as
“fragile,” unable to bear the long decline in their own
cycling fortunes, hateful of all things American, and
therefore jealous of Armstrong’s success, much of it
coming during a period of Franco-American tension.
They decry his having been “victimized” and “framed”
by a “French witch hunt.”
For others, however, the weight of evidence against
Armstrong is too much for credulity to bear; there are
simply too many “dots” which, when connected,
reveal anything but an heroic figure.

The darkest hour
American Floyd Landis made a stunning comeback to win the 2006 Tour, seeming to pick up
right where the retired Lance Armstrong had left
off the year before, but things went bad just after
the race wrapped up, when it was revealed
Landis had tested positive for elevated levels of
testosterone.
This sent him into denial mode: it had to be a
natural overproduction of the hormone, he insisted, even though he lacked the history and necessary documentation to claim this rare condition.
Or perhaps, he speculated, it was a reaction to
drinking too much beer and whiskey the night
before (no kidding, he really did try this).
Soon it emerged that he had tested positive for
synthetic testosterone, thus undermining his
“it’s my body’s fault” defense.

The darkest hour
With public encouragement from Armstrong, Landis
fought the test results as fiercely as he had for the
yellow jersey, raising hundreds of thousands of
dollars in donations for his defense through a public
relations campaign, and even publishing a book. He
succeeded in exposing some irregularities in one of
the procedures, but the carbon isotope test (which
identified the presence of synthetic hormone) stood
up to review, and on September 20, 2007, a threeperson arbitration panel of the U.S. Anti-Doping
Administration (USADA) rejected his appeal by a vote
of 2-1, which stripped him of his Tour de France title.
The scowling, unshaven Landis turned out to be a
dark and bitter character, calling former Tour winner
Greg LeMond “pathetic” after LeMond suggested he
come clean, threatening to reveal publicly that
LeMond was abused as a child, and lashing out at a
host of tormentors upon whom he casts blame.

The darkest hour
Landis continued to challenge to the USADA
decision via both legal and propaganda
avenues, but on June 30, 2008, he was dealt a
heavy blow when the International Court of
Arbitration for Sport (CAS) rejected his final
appeal by a vote of 3-0.
Landis charged the French National Anti-Doping
Lab (LNDD) that tested him during the Tour with
falsifying evidence and outright fraud, but the
CAS panel dismissed these objections as
unfounded. Further, it strongly condemned
Landis’s conduct of the appeal, ordering him to
pay $100,000 to the USADA to defray its
arbitration costs:
“The Panel is surprised that such serious
allegations should be pursued in the closing
brief, when it must have been clear at the end of
the hearing that there was no evidential basis
from expert testimony to support them.”

The darkest hour
“On the contrary,” the panel concluded, “if
there was any litigation misconduct it may be
ascribed to the appellant. All [he] has
established after a wide-ranging attack on the
LNDD is that there were some minor procedural
imperfections. This was not surprising in view of
the unprecedented scope and intensity of the
technical challenges made against the LNDD by
the appellant and his witnesses.”
The panel further faulted Landis’s legal team for
intentionally driving the costs of the appeal
higher when they “gave notice requiring a
number of witnesses to be present in person for
the cross-examination in New York, but then
elected not to call them, thus causing the
respondent to incur significant and ultimately
unnecessary cost.”

The darkest hour
The court’s unprecedented decision to order
Landis to pay even a portion of the cost of the
appeals process was “in no small part due to
the fact that he set out to embarrass not only
the French (national anti-doping) lab, but the
entire anti-doping process. He intended to
bankrupt WADA in the process. The decision to
charge him for costs is a result of that,” said
U.S. Anti-Doping Administration Chief Executive
Officer Travis Tygart.
“The message is not that you are not allowed to
mount a vigorous defense,” Tygart continued,
“but if you abuse the system – with a stated goal
of bringing down the entire anti-doping system
with unfounded claims – then there is going to
be a price. This was a costly case, but as far as I
am concerned the price would have been a lot
higher had a wealthy athlete been able to buy
his way out of an offense.”

Resources
From Lance to Landis
By David Walsh (Ballantine, 2007)
“Gutter journalism”
“[David Walsh] is a f---ing little troll”
–Lance Armstrong
“All of it [is true]” –Greg LeMond

Also:
David Walsh interviews on NPR (6/20/07) and
“The Competitors” radio show (7/1/07), plus a
print article at macleans.ca (7/27/07).

Resources
Greg LeMond vs. the World
By Bill Gifford

Men’s Journal, July 2008

Also:
Video of Greg LeMond speaking engagement
at Santa Clara University (2/17/08)
Greg LeMond (8/6/08) and Betsy Andreu
(3/18/09) audio interviews on “The
Competitors” radio show

Resources
Interview: David Walsh
By Andy Shen
nyvelocity.com, 6/11/09

JerkStrong
How Lance Armstrong is like Sarah Palin
By Bill Gifford
slate.com, 7/7/09

Lance’s Mixed Message
By Selena Roberts
Sports Illustrated, 13 July 2009

Amazon.com data for selected cycling-related books
SALES
RANK*

REVIEWS/
AVG. RATING*

NOTE

TITLE, AUTHOR(S)

PUB.
DATE

3,511

(723/4.6)

#1 in Cycling Books
#5 in Individual Sports Books
#5 in Health/Cancer

It’s Not About the Bike, Armstrong/Jenkins

9/01

16,802

(24/4.8)

#9 in Sports Psychology
#9 in Cycling
#57 in Individual Sports

We Might As Well Win, Bruyneel/Strickland

6/08

39,520

(49/3.9)

#1 in Cycling Books
#5 in Training Books

74,564

(90/4.3)

Lance Armstrong’s War, Coyle

6/05

96,244

(56/4.6)

Positively False, Landis/Mooney

6/07

99,527

(35/3.6)

From Lance to Landis, Walsh

6/07

102,345

(99/3.5)

Every Second Counts, Armstrong/Jenkins

6/04

253,540

(12/4.0)

Rough Ride, Kimmage

6/07

317,146

(6/3.0)

Breaking the Chain, Voet

9/02

510,560

(17/4.9)

No Mountain High Enough, Kelly/Rodgers

4/05

522,489

(5/4.6)

Lance Armstrong: The Race of His Life, K. Armstrong

10/00

587,459

(3/4.0)

The Crooked Path to Victory, Woodland

7/03

Bad Blood, Whittle

7/09

--

The Lance Armstrong Performance Program,
Armstrong/Carmichael/Nye

9/00

*Retrieved on 1/14/09. Note the general trend of lower sales rank and less favorable ratings for “negative” (shaded in grey) vs.
“positive” books, or those that detail the doping problem as compared to one which disputes it (Positively False).

Can cycling be saved?

The Agency for Cycling Ethics (ACE) was founded in 2006 as an organization of antidoping specialists that administered independent testing programs in which several
men’s pro cycling teams participated on a voluntary basis.
Instead of trying to play catch-up with the latest drug, ACE’s Pure Sport program used
longitudinal analysis of blood samples to establish baseline levels of numerous
biomarkers (e.g., blood composition and hormone levels) for each rider in the program.
Once these values are established, any deviation from them could be quickly identified
and investigated, without needing to detect a specific banned substance. In late 2008, a
less-thorough version of the program, dubbed the ‘biological passport,’ was embraced by
the UCI and the World Anti-Doping Authority (WADA).

Can cycling be saved?

Rider whereabouts were tracked by wireless communication so they could be available for
testing of blood and urine approximately twice a month at facilities around the world.
ACE kept a detailed database of the results, which they provided to medical and management personnel of participating teams, and to the UCI. Compliance with the ACE program
was specified in the contract of all riders on participating teams, and failure to fulfill its
requirements could result in suspension or expulsion from the team.
Due to the frequency and thoroughness of the program, its cost was beyond what antidoping agencies could afford; funding came solely from participating teams, of which
there were only a few (Garmin-Chipotle, Columbia, and BMC). ACE planned to branch out
into other sports, driven by growing awareness of the extent of the doping problem, but
went out of business suddenly in late 2008. The Garmin-Chipotle and Columbia teams
now participate in a similar program administered by Anti-Doping Research, Inc.
For more information, visit http://antidopingresearch.org.

Armstrong’s return
Armstrong publicly contemplated a comeback
in September 2005, but quickly reversed himself and ruled the idea out, declaring he was
“sick of dealing with this sh**”,” (i.e., the
suspicion being cast on his career), and that
“I know I couldn’t go to France and get a fair
shake on the road, in doping control, or the
hotels. I’m happy with the way my career
ended. I’m not going back.”
On September 10, 2008, however, he announced he was ending his retirement, with the intention of winning the 2009 Tour de France. “After talking with my
children, my family, and my closest friends, I have decided to return to professional cycling in order to raise
awareness of the global cancer burden. This year alone, nearly eight million people will die of cancer worldwide.
It’s now time to address cancer on a global level.”
The more proximate cause seemed to be his strong second-place showing at the Leadville 100, a mountain bike
race in the high elevations of western Colorado on August 9. Although pro mountain biker David Wiens won it in
6:45:47, breaking his own record by 12:59, Armstrong stayed with him until 10 miles to go, finishing just 1:56
behind (above).

Armstrong’s return
At a press conference in New York on September
23, Armstrong announced he would subject himself
to “the most advanced anti-doping program in the
world,” which would be conducted in a “completely
independent” manner. He asked his new team,
Astana, to pay for it, and anti-doping expert Don
Catlin, M.D., to be its “impartial administrator.”
Complete results would be posted on-line, Armstrong promised. “I’ve made myself completely
available to everybody – whatever he gets, it will
appear online and you can all analyze it.”
At the Interbike trade show in Las Vegas the next day, with Catlin at his side (above), Armstrong continued: “I don’t
believe it is beneficial for cycling to constantly sit around and question performance and to accuse people and point
fingers – older generations versus newer generations versus current generations. I think we as a sport and movement
must recognize that doping has always existed in sport and will probably always exist. But ultimately as an event you
lay out the rules and make them public, and if people cross the line you kick them out and you keep moving. We don’t
stop, we don’t cry, we don’t whine, we don’t say that our sport is doomed or is finished, we move on. Cycling has been
around for a long time and weathered many, many storms. I’m a believer in cycling, so it was a level of transparency
that I didn’t want to leave – I didn’t want to leave that box unchecked. And so, I sought out Don, he has a job to do. It is
his job and not my job – I will subject myself to whatever he wants. But, ultimately, I think we as fans must get back to
enjoying the race and respecting the riders and their performances. Hopefully this helps, but there will always be
people who question it. But that has to be a minor line in the story. The major line is the movement, is the global
campaign. I thought it was essential that we be here at the trade show to allow you the opportunity to ask questions.”

Armstrong’s return
In attendance was Greg LeMond, and Armstrong
allowed him to ask the first question.
In a somewhat rambling monologue, LeMond challenged the proposed blood testing, and said physiological testing (e.g., VO2max) should be included in
the program, as a performance-based check. Catlin
replied “That is not my area. He will be subject to
testing by everyone under the sun. I think that will
be all sorted out.”
LeMond asserted that blood biomarkers were
“nearly irrelevant,” and “watts and power output”
were what mattered. Catlin disagreed his testing was irrelevant, but invited LeMond to “Come with your ideas of what
we should do.” At this point, Armstrong broke in: “Greg, can I just step in for a second? I understand, you’d like to
make a show…you’ve done your job. We’re here to talk about the global cancer campaign, the comeback to cycling,
and the credibility in and around that. It’s time for us, everybody in this room, to move on. We’re not going to go negative here. I appreciate you being here…” LeMond tried to respond, but Armstrong cut him off several times, and finally
snapped “Next question!”
Catlin later revealed that the actual program had yet to be worked out. “[Lance] has agreed to a couple of very fundamental points. One is that his data…will be on the web… . The other thing is samples will be kept frozen for a good
long time so that if…a new test comes out and someone says Lance was doing something five years ago, we can pull
out the samples and test them. This is longitudinal testing whereas the usual type of testing is taking a stop in time.
This is where you connect the dots and is much more powerful kind of program to understand the physiology.”

Armstrong’s return
LeMond tried to ask a question later on, but Armstrong
cut him off again. “Greg, Greg, Greg…you know what,
bud? We appreciate your feedback. Thank you…,”
whereupon he took a question more to his liking.
When the press conference was over with and Armstrong
had left, LeMond and Catlin sat down together and
spoke further. Afterward, LeMond commented, “I just
wanted to know more about Don Catlin’s plans. I have a
lot of respect for Don, and told him that.”
Still, LeMond levied critiques on two fronts: conflict-ofinterest and effectiveness of the testing program.
Referring to both Armstrong’s proposed testing program
and several pro teams that have set up programs of their
own, he said “What they’re doing is good, but really that
testing has got to be done by an independent group, and
not policed from inside. What good is self-policing? It’s
like a wolf guarding a hen house. You’ve got to have a
group with no self-interest. It should be up to a group
like WADA (World Anti Doping Agency).”

Armstrong’s return
LeMond also challenged the effectiveness of such programs: “It’s all very well
checking blood values, but if you’re a
smart doctor, you just always keep your
rider’s blood values high. EPO is only
detectable within a few days, and that’s
why it’s hard to [catch] it.”
Despite improved tests, LeMond points
out that athletes who use either EPO or
do (autologous) transfusions of their
own blood can still escape being caught.
“Autologous blood transfusions are not detectable at all, except through a carbon monoxide test,
which is something Dr. Michael Ashenden [project coordinator of the Science and Industry
Against Blood Doping] has proposed. It tests the volume of hemoglobin [which transports oxygen
to the muscles] in the body, and can verify a positive for autologous blood transfusions. That’s the
kind of testing we must do.”

Armstrong’s return
Beyond conventional testing, LeMond advocates
collecting actual performance data using on-bike
systems such as the SRM. The power-output
information this yields would then be analyzed in
light of physiological data, such as VO2max, that
would be collected in the lab along with blood
throughout the year.
“I talked to [now former] ASO boss Patrice Clerc
about having everyone on an SRM that’s sealed.
It would be controlled and calibrated by doctors,
the police – but not the teams.”
“You’d get a continuous output of power recorded
during a Tour stage and then if you found someone
who had a VO2max of 80 and he was doing 500
watts for 30 minutes, you’d know that that was
statistically and mathematically impossible to do.
So then he’s positive – boom! – he’s out – that’s
doping. That’s it – it’s simple.”

Armstrong’s return
Whatever the merits and drawbacks of Armstrong’s program, the first samples were not drawn until January 18,
at the Tour Down Under in Australia. “We’re interested in
getting it going,” Catlin said in early December. “We
have been chatting and are in negotiations.”
Armstrong said his team received Catlin’s testing proposal only in mid-November, and coordinating everything
was difficult. “It’s a tough thing to organize, but we will
make it happen. All the stuff we said we were going to do
will happen. “We’re working as quickly as we can to get
everyone coordinated, but it’s not that simple,” he said.
“The program we want to do is going to be intensive,” Catlin said. “And he’s a moving target. He’s very busy.
Keeping up with him, testing him, takes a lot of planning and it hasn’t all come together yet.” But Catlin said he had
confidence that the USADA and UCI tests Armstrong was subjected to were enough to start. “I’m not looking at that
data yet and my data isn’t dovetailed with his yet, but eventually, that’s the plan.”
Armstrong said the two testing programs would mesh without too much overlap, and he vowed to do whatever was
necessary to prove he was clean. The best defense against doping, he said, are requirements that cyclists give
authorities their whereabouts at all times. “I’m religious about that. Whether I’m in France or in LA, no one’s trying
to pull a fast one here. At the end of the day, I stand ready every day to be tested.”

Armstrong’s return
Once the program finally began at the Tour Down Under
(right), Armstrong appeared, out of concern about
misinterpretation, to get cold feet on his promise that
“whatever he [Catlin] gets, it will appear online and you
can all analyze it.”
“I mean, what do you publish? [Do] you start publishing
blood values? After the race, I saw online that Ivan Basso
is publishing his blood values and if you notice…he’s 45,
44, 43, 41,” he said in an interview on January 22.
“For example, and I’m just hypothetically saying, you go to
[a high] altitude for a month and all of a sudden it [hematocrit] goes to 46. Not everyone in this room is going to
say ‘it went from 41 to 46, you must have cheated’ but
someone is going to say, ‘that’s not normal’.”
Armstrong said he would “rely a lot on what Don Catlin
wants, but we’ll definitely publish data and information.”

Armstrong’s return
On February 12, two days before the Tour of California
began, Armstrong announced he had severed his relationship with Catlin, and would henceforth be monitored
by his team’s own internal anti-doping program.
Through his agent, Armstrong said that the elaborate
plans he had announced with such fanfare in September
– testing an average of every three days, posting results
on the Internet – were not feasible for administrative,
logistical, and financial reasons. He promised to
“continue to do everything we can do to ensure
transparency and honesty in…testing results.”
In the end, Catlin conducted only one incomplete round
of testing, and no contract was ever signed, yet on
January 17, at a press conference just before the Tour
Down Under, Armstrong had grown testy as he emphatically stated that Catlin’s program was in place:

Armstrong’s return
ESPN.com: Lance, we’re all in a bit of suspense over whether
your arrangement with Don Catlin is formalized yet –
Armstrong: [Interrupting] It is.
ESPN.com: Can you talk about what the specifics of that are,
and why it took so long to get the deal done?
Armstrong: It’s formalized. It’s underway. It is the most
comprehensive anti-doping plan in the history of sport. I’m
proud of it. I respect Don. I know he’s the toughest there is
out there. I think if anybody has any questions about performances this year, it can hopefully answer them. But we’re
underway. It was slightly complicated because you have a lot
of people involved, obviously a lot of other agencies involved.
But outside Don Catlin, there have been 12 other anti-doping
controls out of competition. And I challenge anybody else to
show 12 anti-doping controls in the last few months. But just
getting everybody synched up, getting everybody together. We
committed to have it in place before the first race, and it is.

Armstrong’s return
ESPN.com: When will testing begin, and how frequent
will it be?
Armstrong: Next question. [Pause] I said it’s underway,
and it’s formalized. We’re going. I don’t know what else I
can tell you.
In fact, the costs and logistical complexities (overlapping testing agencies, sample collection/storage from a
traveling athlete, etc.) should have been no surprise; all
were knowable in September when Armstrong trumpeted
the program at high-profile media events in New York and
Las Vegas, with Catlin at his side at the latter.
Once again – just as he had done by publicly threatening
to sue anyone who accused him of doping – Armstrong
had manipulated the media at an event designed to
bolster his image, then later backed away from the
promises he made.

Armstrong’s return
At the pre-event press conference for the
2009 Tour of California, Armstrong fielded
a question from Irish sportswriter Paul
Kimmage, a former professional rider and
longtime anti-doping crusader. When
Armstrong announced his return, Kimmage
commented that the “cancer” within
cycling which had been in remission for
three years was back. He also questioned
Armstrong’s publicly stated reasons for
returning, saying that personal revenge
was a stronger motive than altruism on
behalf of eight million cancer survivors.
Kimmage began his question by recounting that Armstrong said Floyd Landis and Ivan Basso should be
welcomed back just as David Millar had been. All had received two-year suspensions for doping
violations, but as Kimmage pointed out, Millar had repented, whereas the others had not.
“What is it about these dopers that you admire so much?,” Kimmage then asked.

Armstrong’s return
Armstrong prefaced his reply by saying he came
back for what he thought was “a very noble
reason,” then recounted Kimmage’s “cancer”
metaphor. Brimming with indignation, he declared “I am here to fight this disease. I am here
so that I don’t have to deal with it, you don’t have
to deal with it, none of us have to deal with it, my
children don’t have to deal with it.” Armstrong
then addressed Kimmage directly, telling him
“You are not worth the chair that you’re sitting on
with a statement like that, with a disease that
touches everybody around the world.”
Armstrong then made an attempt at answering Kimmage’s question. Millar, he said, “was caught with
his hand in the cookie jar. Is it heroic now that he has confessed?,” he asked rhetorically. “Some
would say so.”
“Floyd, on the other hand, while some would say there’s evidence against him, there’s also a lot of
evidence in his favor…Floyd does not believe that he is guilty, so to appease people like you, and
others, he can’t confess…you can’t do that just to get people off your back,” he added.

Armstrong’s return
“It’s not about admiring dopers or non-dopers,” he
continued. “I admire these people as persons…for
what they stand for, as men. Do we make mistakes, all of us? Absolutely. As a society, are we
supposed to forgive and forget, and let people get
back to their job? Absolutely. I’m not sure I will
ever forgive you for that statement, and I’m not
sure that anybody around the world that has been
affected by this disease, will forgive you.”
The exchange laid bare the dark side of Armstrong:
filled with self-righteous, counterfeit outrage on
behalf of the “noble cause” he purports to have
come back for, and those whom he professes to
care about, but both of which he is brazenly willing
to co-opt for advantage in a personal feud, with a
hateful, public verbal assault on the very worth of
another human being.

It’s all about the bucks
While Kimmage alleged personal revenge
as the true reason for Armstrong’s comeback, its use as a marketing tool for
numerous business ventures in which
Armstrong has a personal financial stake
suggests his commercial motives are
even stronger. The result has been an
advertising barrage for the following:







FRS nutrition products
Mellow Johnny’s (Armstrong’s bike
shop in Austin, which launched an
on-line component)
Trek Bikes
Oakley Eyewear
Carmichael Training Systems

It’s all about the bucks

It’s all about the bucks

It’s all about the bucks
Even mainstream sites, such as CNN.com
and The Weather Channel were targeted.

It’s all about the bucks
The media onslaught continued through the 2010 Tour de France, with numerous television
commercials that often aired consecutively:

Radio Shack

Nissan Leaf

Michelob Ultra

Radio Shack

Nike/Livestrong

Michelob Ultra

Reflection
As one who was attracted to the sport in large measure by the personalities of LeMond, Hampsten, Bauer et al., there is now a tragic
sense of things having gone terribly wrong. Their legacy as honest,
gentleman competitors and the reverence in which they held their
sport have been trampled underfoot, perhaps even lost entirely. The
glory of the 1980s, luminous with the courage and earnestness
which once made professional cycling an honorable calling, is now
faded and distant, eclipsed by the dark realities of doping and
excessive influence from financial/corporate interests.

Hampsten, 1984 Nevada City Classic

Kept alive by archival photos and old race
footage, the mystic chords of memory now
feed a deepening, bittersweet appreciation
of how unique they were, what a special era
it was, and how lucky I was to discover
cycling when these good men rode.
LeMond, 1983 World Championships

But who really needs the Tour, anyway?
Imagine the top levels of the sport filled with personable,
thoughtful riders who conduct themselves with a professionalism far beyond the modest compensation they
receive. Levels of teamwork and sportsmanship are
outstanding, and while they’re highly competitive, they
seem to keep in mind that it’s just bike racing – not war.

But who really needs the Tour, anyway?
Indeed, elite women riders have largely preserved a sense
sporting integrity that all too often has been lost by professional men, but in an sad irony, they compete for much smaller
prize lists, at fewer top-level events.

Perhaps someday, sponsors, fans,
and the media will wake up and create
a shift in popularity away from men’s
cycling. An idle fantasy? Maybe, but
the one sure way to effect fundamental
change is for the sporting public to
“vote with its feet.”

